
 

 

 

 

 

 

Report On Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat Program 

Name Of The Event :    ‘Ek Bharata Shrestha Bharat’ 

Theme Of The Event : ‘Odisha Darshan’   “HISTORY OF ODISHA” 

Date Of The Event : 02.08.21 

Time : 18:00 – 19:30 IST 

Platform : Ms Teams 

Event Head : Dr Chittaranjan Mallick, Asst Prof. Dept of Mathematics,                                                                                                                                   

Nodal Officer, EK BHARAT SHRESTH BHARAT Program of Parala Maharaja                                                                               

Engineering college, Berhampur, Odisha.       

 

Chief Guest : Prof. Dr Ranjan Kumar Swain 

Guest Of Honour : Prof Dr O.S Bihade 

Program Objective : 

➢ The main objective of program was to impart , learn and acquire knowledge regarding 

the importance, historical and geographical aspects of districts in Odisha to the 

students of Maharastra. 

➢ To celebrate ‘Unity in Diversity’ by invoking a spirit of National Integration in the 

students. 

➢ To promote spirit of Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat.  

Student Coordinator : Bandana Bijayalaxmi, 3rd year CSE 

   K. Bijay kumar Reddy, 2nd year EE 

   Rahul Kumar Sethy  , 1st year, EE 

Presentor : Deeptimayee Pradhan, Aman Jyoti Mohanty and Suhana Pattnaik 

Technical volunteers : Sanjeeb Kumar Sahoo and Javed AkhtaR 

                       

 

 
    

PARALA MAHARAJA ENGINEERING COLLEGE 

SITALAPALLI, BERHAMPUR, DIST- GANJAM, PIN-761003 

NSS CELL PMEC 
 

Place:- Berhampur 
Date:-  04/08/21 



 

 

REPORT 

 Parala maharaja engineering college, Berhampur, Odisha 

organised an event "The History of Odisha" under “Ek 

Bharat Sreshtha Bharat” scheme for the students and faculty 

of G.S Raisoni school of business management, Nagpur, 

Maharashtra . About 175 students are joining in this 

innovative and learnable meeting.  Effort never dies, yet it's a 

online mode but the event gonna peacefully and with a happy 

ending. 

 The event is started un behalf of the event head 

Dr.Chitaranjan Malik sir along with the principal of PMEC Dr. 

Ranjan Kumar Swain sir ,and prof.Dr. O.S Bihade executive 

Director Raisoni group of institutions as guest of honour and 

the meeting was hosted by students coordinator Bandana 

Bijaylaxmi . 

 The event is gonna with the bloody part of odisha 

named "History of Odisha".. 

     At the frontier page of the meeting Dr. Chitaranjana Malick head of the event welcomed all 

the participants,honour guest and faculty member from both sides of college. The activities of  

NSS cell  of    Parala Maharaja Engineering 

College under "Ek Bharat srestha bharat" it's 

objectives and  future plans was elucidated . 

The programme gone with  it's event ,with the 

valuable opinion of our principal Dr. Ranjan 

Kumar Swain sir. 

Then onwards it's going with companies of 

175 participants and our dedicative 

presenter. 

 

 

The parts of the innovative programs were dived with 

a) The Great Kalinga war 

b) The Paika vidroha 

c)  The Barabati fort 



 

 

The bloody page of ODiSHA's history started with the pointing spot "The great Kalinga war" 

#THE KALINGA WAR :  

PRESENTOR:- Deeptimayee Pradhan 

The presentation began with the saddest part of odisha by lefting some stolen moments. 

 

                        The topic covered the 

conquest which was held between the 

mauryan empire king, Ashoka and the 

kalinga raja,Anatha Padhmabhan. Its 

gave a idea about w the brutal king 

Ashoka changed from Chankashoka to 

Dhramashoka. The death of thousands of 

sholider and the blood sheded field of 

kalinga changed e heart of Ashoka which 

made ashoka to adopte budhisim and 

walked the path of Ahimsa or non-violance. we learned about the different kind of edicts of 

linga and its content in different part of India. The Kalinga war became the first and last war in 

the history of Odisha and promoted an extra ordinary acefull region to entire world and 

established peace in the time of chaos. 

 

# PAIKA BIDROHA 

PRESENTOR:  AMAN JYOTI MOHANTY 

Not only Kalinga bidroha but aslo paika 

bidroha is one among the fearing war. 

It's saying that :On the account of IST 

war of independence in history that is 

the paika vidroha cleary signifies that 

desh ka har Ek naagrik desh ka 

rakshak hai the war between baxi 

Jagabandhu and Britishers gives an 

clarity that he is ready to sacrifice his 

life life towards the freedom and 

welfare of people of Odisha. 

ODISHA is a role model of INDIA. 



 

 

 

#THE BARABATI FORT 

PRESENTOR: Suhana Pattanaik 

 

             Everytime it suffers a lot and 

also lost a most. BARABATI ; one of 

the beauty of ODISHA ,it also not 

escaped by the loosy eyes of foreign 

countries . 

     

           Barabati Fort are two most 

important historical places of 

Orissa. Set up  by Odisha 

Government on the banks of river 

Mahanadi over four acres of land to showcase the rich maritime history  of Odisha during the 

colonial era, the museum stands on the site of the ancient Maritime Engineering Workshop 

that  was established by the British in 1869. Apparently, this workshop was set up for building, 

repair and maintenance of  vessels from the provinces of Bihar, Bengal and Odisha under the 

Bengal Presidency of British India. A library with more than 1000 books and journals has been 

included for researchers in the museum. 

 

Barabati Fort, built by the Ganga dynasty on the banks of River Mahanadi, is one of the most 

sought-after tourist attractions of Cuttack. Located near the Baliyatra Ground, this ruined fort 

stands on the west side of the Millenium City. 

 

        According to historians, Barabati Fort once housed a nine-storey palace. While the fort is 

spread over an area of 102 acres, it has a 20-yard wide moat to protect the structure. What 

stands at the site today are the ruins of the palace on an earthen mound, the hyacinth-fi lled 

moat and the fort. The area is protected by the Archaeological Survey of India 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PROGRAM OUTCOME : 

Through this event participants learned the cultural heritage & history of Maharashtra.  

They all are looking forward for more such insightful events. 

CONCLUSION : 

Through such event the interaction among the students has increased and the goal of ‘ek 

bharat shresth bharat’ is achieved. 

 

 

THANK YOU 

WITH REGARDS : 

Dr. Chittaranjan Mallick 

Asst. Prof Dept of Mathematics, 

Nodal officer, ek bharat shresth bharat program PMEC 

NSS Coordinator, PMEC. 

Mail : chittaranjan.bs@pmec.ac.in. 

Phone : 9937336730. 
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